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Introduction 

One of the most fundamental problems in the field of water 
resources control is the problem of a choice of a suitable 
transformation model and its identification. The main widely 
accepted assumption concerning a structure oJ a model is its 
linearity, This assumption is usually introduced due to compu
tational simplicity involved and due to development of linear 
d:ynamical system theory. Unfortunately, in many cases'the 
physicel structure of a system does not allow acceptance of 
linearity hypothesis - a linear model cannot describe a pheno
menon accurately enough, Thus one is forced to apply methods 

of nonlinear systems analysis. 
In hydrology, as in many other branches of science, one 

can observe different methods of nonlinear systems analysis, 
developed independently of one another, In many cases the 

complexity of a real system does not allow establishing 
adequate equations of process dyaaiaics, In such cases it seems 
more efficient to look for a mnthematical model of a "black 
box" type, that ensures the best description of a process in 
the sense of criterion used. 

The two approaches of this type already applied to non
linear hydrological modelling are based on some generalization 
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of tlie t1ell known convolution integral linear 1110del /1/ 

ł°' 
~Ci)=- Shtt}x(t-t)dT +~o 

-~ 

whert x/t/ - inpu"t to a system 
y/t/ - output from a system 

·1 

/1/ 

h/t/ - impulse response /instantaneous hydrograph/ 

The !irst possibility of introduction of nonlinearity is 
considering that the kernel h/t/ depends on the input to the 
system i.e. /Ding 1975/ 

t°' ' 

'(\(t) = S h ['t, ~(t-'t)] ~ (t-t) <tT _.. ~o ; 2; 

-~ 
'fhe most attractive, in the authors' opinion, structure 

of nonlinear "Black box" model is that of a Volterra series 
type /Volterra, 1913/ when taking into account only some first 
terms of the series 

/3/ 

where the meaning of the Vol terra symbol ISI p is ss ... L,~ 
pint.,.._ 

Modeis of this structure were already subject to 
considerations of hydrologists /Junorocho and Orlob1961 , 
Kuchment 1962, Diskin and Boneb 1972, Quimpo 1975 and others~ 

The description of a nonlinear system by means of .integi:a l 
operators seems to be superior to a nonlinear diff erential 
equation model. The virtues of integral approach are: its 
brevi ty, independence of a degree of differential equations 
and in the stochastic approacłfavoiding complicated mathematical 

Ą 
formalism of Ito stochastic differentials /Firla, 1971/. 

One can show the equivalence of description of a system 
by means of nonlinear differential equations and by means of 

integral operator /3/. There is anyhow no physical inter
pretation found so far of higher order operator kernels, 
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although there must exist some conceptual 1nterpretation 
according to a penultimate statement. The structure of a 
second order kernel suggested by Diskin and Boneh /1972/can
not be considered a "conceptual model". 

Qui te a popular type of nonl1near hydrological models 
is routing in nonlinear reservoirs /nonlinearity introduced 
by dynamie equations of reservoirs or some threshold structures/. 
This method does not seem to lead to the development of a 
simple for practical purposes transformation of flow in a 
cascade of nonlinear reservoirs. A nonlinear structure 
corresi,. •.• ding to Nash' s cascade of linear reservoirs does 
not have any practical value. 

In this paper the analysis of some stochastic properties 
of systems/3/ will be performed. Stochastic identification 
of kernels of operators and the transformation of chosen 
atochastic processes in these systems will be dealt with. 

Analysis of Volterra series models for a Gaussian white 
noise input 

Let us assume the input proceBs be a stationary Gaussian 
process f eaturing zero mean and a know autocorre'1.ation 
function. One can search for such an input process a P-th 
order nonlinear Volterra type model being optimal in a mean 
square sense. It is elear tha' tne resulting model is optimal 
only for this class of input processes only for which it has 
been calculated. 

First consider a Gaussian white noise fed to the input 
of the system. Its characteristics are follow1ng: 

E ł x( t )l • O / 4/ 

The assumption of white noise input seems reasonable 
wben there is no information concerning a time structure of 
an 1nput process. Due to some "!'iltering"properties of a 

Dirac delta !unction !ound 1n a white noise autocorrelation 
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formula one gains relative simp11c1ty of calculations. .. „, 
The structure of a system taken for the followin,g 

developments is equivalent to the series /3/ snd conątsts o! 
G-functionals suggested by Wiener /1958/. The series reads 

/6/ 

G0 [ko) X (t}] =ko /7a/ 

+OQ 

Gi. [ki.;~ <t>1 * ~ ~C't> ~ <t-t) o.t' 
-~ 

/7b/ 

+~ 

G1 [k.i; xH>1 cl~~ k1 ('rt,tl)X(t-'tt)_. 
_OQ 

•'° 
/7c/ 

• ~( t-~) dt..d.t, - K S kt Ct, t )dt . .-
where kn/t/ is a kernel of the n-th 1ntegral transformation. 

Each functional Gm [k.n • x(t)] consists o! 1ntegral 
Volterra operator o! the m-fu degree and of same lower order 
operators determined directly by a basis kernel function. 
These lower order operators provide orthogonality of Gm
operator to all other Wiener's Gn·operators n -/. 111 i.e. 

Eł G„ [\<..;~(t))-6„ [\<.; x(t>J1 ·o for n i- Ili ia1 

Schetzen /1974/ ahol!Mllthat kernels of the n-th order 
model being optimal 1n a mean square sense i.e. 

/9/ 
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for a Gaussian white noise input read 

"'·" K-<~,..„t._): ~8{['ft>-~ G-"(k.j ldt>} 
' 

/10/ 

„ n ~<t-'t'•>1 
ł•&. J 't'..;':J-0 4·~1"1·„'l 

or zero otherwise. 

We can thus augment the model to a łllgher degree due to 
the application of the so far determined optimal kernels of 
orders less than and equal to n. 

Another Schetzen's formula 

-{Ą:-~E{~(ł) G,,,Jci'"'; x(t)~!; ~.)o 
k""(~„~, s.)- ~· ..,..., ...... 

M\ ·~-,"\ /11/ 
. O 5°"" ~ ~4LO -~ ~(t,,-,t..)-~l}S.C't.o-6-) 

/invalid for the case when two or more S'>s are equal/ has 
been used by Quimpo /1975/ to the analysis of hydrological 
systems described by Volterra equations. 

Let us deal with the transformation of a Gaussian white 
noise in systems described by equations /3/ and /6,7 abc/. 
We shall focus our attention on the operator consisting of 
the first three elements of the Volterra series. It seems to 
be reasonable sinee the first three elements of tłlls series 
proved to yield qui te an accurate approximation. Takin$ into 
account a greater number of elements one encounters far 
greater computational effort and data quality requirements. 

It can be shown /Papoulis 1965/ that the transformation 
of a stationary stochastic process in any deterministic 
sys~em yields a stationary output process. 

By making use of the properties of zero mean Gaussian 
proc usses /Wiener 1958, Sage and Melsa 1971/ 
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.. , 

E {X (ł-~)„. x(t-t.)) = :;uu. of expected value/
121 

{ 

o i - odd number 

of all the possible pairs 
combination 1 - even number 

the following formulae for the cr,Jsscorelation func tion can 

be obtaincd: 

~~('t') • E l~s;) ~<-t•t>\ :# 8 ł x(-t)" 

>' [ I SI, kt(i;.,tj x(-t„t-t.)xH•'t-~)d."C,cil'l& + 
.~~" .~ 

+ i k1<it.)x(-t+t-t.)cl~•('4-~~~(t,;~)d~l· 113/ 

r- Sks{'t,) Eł~<t>xH~t-'t1.)}d~. 
-9' 
~ ::: KS k.('t;)cH't-~)~= K· k.('t) 

-«> 
and sJ.milarly for .i.utocorrelation ot the output process 

~~C't)= E {~<~) 6(-t;o\-t)!= 
l. +li() 

==~ + \( S k1. (t:. )~('t~+ 't)c.lT41 + 
-v<:I /14/ 

+oQ 

+ 1 t 1s1ł k"<~'ti )k, ('t,•'t'> 'ti•'r)<4.ttclti 
-o.. 

If operators of the / j/ type wert: considered apart from 
Wiener's G-structure providing orthogonality the t ransformation 
of a zero mean Gaussian white noise yields the formulae 

+oQ +~ .y. 
~'a('t) r Jl!+ ~-l ~(T,)il'\('ti~'t)Ął-(~l\lJ~~~ + 

+9' 

+.Z K\to S k2(~ ~)clt. + ;15; 
~ 

... .z K' 1s1. '<aci:.,l'1) "1'~·'t > 'ti•~)clt. c1.t„ --
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and 

Rea.Ct) = K k~ ('t') I 16/ 

It was shown by Diskin and Boneh / 1972/ that !or thr 
~ase o! physical systems directly uUOJect ~o continuity 
principle /e . g . surface runoff process/ one obtains: 

~"° 
S ka ('t')t) d. t" „ O 

„GQ 

/17/ 

Tnus !or n • 2 Wiener' s G-operator is equivalent to a 
homogeneous Vol terra operat.or· „ 

ISt„ kt (t.,tt)Xlt-'t,)X( t -'t'1)d.'t.t dt', _„ 
Analysis of Vol terra seri~s integral u1ouel:; for a Gaussian 
Markovian input process 

Schetzen /1974/ tiuggestea the me•nod for obtainine 
a nonlinear optimal model for n uaussiat input in the form of 
a non- white noise . Ve !'hall apply a similar proceaure for 
a nonlinear system fed by a Markovian process with known 
autocorrelation function: 

/18/ 

and corresponding power aensity !unction 

S(w):: /19/ 
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The main point of tnis ~ethou is application.of :tłle lemma, 
which states that a mean square_error of a linear sys~em 
depends only on a signal power spectrum /Deutsch, 1965/. 
The complete model consists thus of three parts . The first 
part trruisforms linearly the Markovian 1nput 1nto a white 
noise , The second part, also 11near transforms the resulting 
white noise into a process spectrally equivalent to an input 
Markovian process. 

Since the power density function meets the conditions of 
Paley-Wiener's criterion /J)eutsch, 1965/, we can factorize it 
/Lee, 19fiJ/ so as to obtain 

/20/ 

After setting a complex variable s = ;'~d_c.> in the place 
of imaginary j e..> it is easy to see that s+(s) has a pole in 
the left half plene only and thus can be considered a transfer 
fu.~ction of a physically realisable stable linear system, 

Due to this approach we can deal with a statistically 
simple white noise proC3SS instead of the original Markovian 
process . Thus the theory presented in the fermer section may 
be applied. 

Taking inverse Fourier transforms the following formulae are 
obtained: 
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/22/ 

Now we can make use of the !act that the optimal 
nonlinear model f or the white noise input has kernels 
described by the relations /10, 11/ , According to the 
struc"ure of fig . 1 the qonceptual white noise inprocess is 
not available for measurements. Since the white noise 
results !rom a linear transformation of the original Markovian 
process , it reads 

+ea 
~(t)= S1+Ct)~(t-'t)d.'t' /23/ 

o 

Thus we obtain: 

/24/ 

For n • 1 

cf\•("t)• E ł~(ł)Y(t-t>}• 
f.1'Q • 

= G"~ ~(oc. cf(G"...)-ó<~] ~'t'~)cte;ł: /25/ 

=-Je ( °' . <f?C't) - 'C)tt; (~):] 
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The last !ormulae enable tht ueterlllination o! kernels o! ., 
optimal second order model. These Kernels form a nonlinear 
model of two last blocks represented in fig . 1. To find the 
optimal model of t he t ·e /6/ it is necessary to modify the 
kernels obtained accorciing to the formulae /10-11, 24-26/ by 
a multiple convolution with an i.mpulse response of a block 
according to the procec;ure given by Schetze.'l /1974/. 

When transforming a Gaussian Markovian noise 1n the 
second order nonlinear model featuring orthogonali ty properties 
the following formula for autocorrelation of the output 
function are obtained: 

-~-TJ 
E ł~l~> 'a H~-r)} •Fi ('t) ~~cot ~' n,(~it)e a.t.«ti• 

-(llto+1) Shlt.~t.)d.ts. 1211 

of orthogonality /formula 3/ is obtained 

/29/ 

The crosscovaria."lce formula is va11& for both approaches 

r -"C'r-~> E ~ ~(t) ~ (-t+'t)Jireł Jh..(t.)e cl'tt. 1301 
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The above results have ac::ademi1, i~l'lillili.g. In case of 
development of conceptual nonlinee1· modo1 of Volterra t ypo 
/e.g. interpretation 'ot a second or de1· 11ernel ana1ogical t o 
Nash's structure/ the application of ~he f oregoing ~ormulae 
may ease, after anaJ.ytical integratiou of suggested kemels, 
the identification of conceptual model parameters. 
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Summar;y 

The nonliuear ~drologioal aystem is ex.ami.nad. The nonl1near1~ 
of the aystem 1a modelled by means of a Volterra funotional seriea. 
Thia ~proaoh is getti.Dg reoently some interest of eoientiets modal
l.ing the aurf'aoe runof! eystems and the transformation of flow 
1n open ohannels. The models preeented may be applled m water 
reaouroea 111atema teohnique for prediotion of inflows to reservoira, 
for flood control eto. 

The optimal modela of this ~pe for white noise input and for 
Gaussian Markovian input are disoussed. Since for praotioal appli
aation.s a few first elements of Volterra series give usually a 
satisfaotory approx1mat1on, whe authors focus their attention 
on a two elements Volterra model. 

The tranaformation of white noise and of Gausaian Markovian 
prooess 1n the optimal modela is examined and the formulae for 
output autooorrelation and input-output orossoorelation are pre
eented. The method might be. useful for 1dent1f1oat1on of oonoe:p
tual kernela of nonlinear .1l3drologioal modela. 

' 

.. · 
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., 

B CTaT»e HayąaeTCH HeJU!HeAHBJi rH.lij)OJ!OrHąecKaH'CHCTe11a. 
HeAMH0~HOCT» CHCT611li llOA0AHpyeTCH npK llOllOllUI pfl)ta BO:al>Tep
pOB!ilX ~YHRUHOnaxoB. B llOCJl6;1U!He ro~ STOT llO'AXO'A ąacTO 
liCilOA»ayeTOH npH MO'A6AHPOBaHHH IlOBepXHOCTHOro CTOR8 H Tpauo
~OPM8UHH BOJlftli B OTKpliTOK pyc.lle. IlpeACTaBAeHH MOA6.llH npillle
BHJlH B CHCT6M8.X BO'ABOro X03H~CTB8 - 'AJIH npeACK83BJUIH npHTOKa 
B peaepByap, ynpaBX0HHH HaBO;IUl0HHeM BTAo 

06Cy:Jt'A8.llTCH OllTHKaJI»HHe MOAeAH B ycnOBHRX neorrpe'A6A6BHOCTK 
THna 6e.lloro mywa H MapKoBcxoro aopMa.u»Horo npouecca. ~a-aa 
YAOBAeTBOpHTCXLHlilX peayxLTaTOB BO.llLTeppoBliA pfl)t npH6.llH:SS.eTcn 
ABYJ&f! nepBHJllł cnaraeMlit.IH. ,lVI!l Oil'?l.UIMLHHX H 0611(HX llOĄe.teił 

HCCX0.lQ'8TOH TPaHC~OpKauHH 6exoro myMa H MapXOBCKOro nponecca. 
IlpHBOAHTCH ~YHRUHH 8BTOKOppexHnHH AXH BWCO'Aa H B3aJIJIOKOppe
JlHUHH - BXOA-BHXOA. llpe;ztXaraeMliił M8TOA npllleHHJI B BA6BTK~H
KartHH KOHnenTyaJILHHX ll,ll;ep B B6JlHHeiłBllX rHJtPO.llOraąecKllX 
llO'A6.llRXo 


